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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a novel quality control scheme which aims to
keep quality consistency within a frame. Quality consistency is an important
requirement in video coding. However, many existing schemes usually consider
the quality consistency as the quantization parameter (QP) consistency. Moreover,
the most frequently used metric to evaluate the quality consistency is PSNR,
which has been well known that it is not good for subjective quality evaluation.
These flaws of the existing methods are pointed out and proved to be
unreasonable. For optimization, we take the effect of texture complexity on
subjective evaluation into consideration to build a new D-Q model. We use the
new model to adjust the quantization parameters of different regions to keep
quality consistency. The simulation result shows that the new scheme gets better
subjective quality and higher coding efficiency compared to traditional way.
Keywords: quality consistency, quality fluctuation, video coding, H.264/AVC,
perceptual quality.

1 Introduction
Quality control is one of the most important requirements in video coding. In most
cases, we demand low quality fluctuation within a frame and between two successive
frames [1] because it plays a major negative role on visual perception.
Many schemes have been proposed to achieve constant quality [2-4]. They usually
pay attention to the quality fluctuation between frames. The quality difference within
a frame is less concerned. The purpose of fluctuation limitation is to provide better
perceptual visual feelings. Therefore not only the quality variance between frames
should be limited, a uniform visual quality within a frame is also important.
In most cases, researchers restrict the QP (quantization parameter) variation in
order to achieve consistent quality. In [5], the authors assign fixed QP to all
macroblocks (MBs) in a frame to maintain consistent picture quality. In JVT-G012
[6], which has been adopted in H.264/AVC reference software, the QP variation
between each basic unit is limited in order to constrain quality fluctuation. However,
in [7] it has been pointed out that coding with a constant value of Qs (quantization
step) generally does not result in either constant bit-rate or constant perceived quality.
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In this paper, we propose a new quality control scheme which partitions a frame
into several regions and assigns each of them different quantization steps to decrease
quality fluctuation within a frame. Different from the existing methods, we abandon
the PSNR quality metric because we demand uniform perceptual quality and PSNR is
not a good metric for subjective evaluation among different image content. We adopt
a “weighted MSE” metric [8], to help control the quality consistency. Based on the
new metric, a new D-Q (Distortion-Quantization) model is established. Then different
quantization parameters are assigned to different regions according to the new D-Q
model and the quality consistency will be optimized. Moreover, the overall quality
can be improved via the reasonable coding resource allocation.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our
algorithm and the implementation steps. The experimental results and discussions are
shown in Section 3. Finally, we give conclusion in Section 4.

2 Proposed Method
2.1 Problem Analysis
The most common way which uses a fixed quantizer is based on a simple hypothesis:
the D-Q characteristics are nearly the same within a frame. Obviously, it does not fit
in most cases because D-Q characteristics are source dependent, or content dependent.
Fig. 1 is an example where a fixed QP is assigned to each macroblock. Picture (a)
is the 121th frame of “flower garden” (CIF, 352*288). Picture (b) is the reconstructed
image encoded by H.264/AVC JM software with the QP set to 40. Obviously the
visual quality of the flower part and house part (inside the dashed line) are different.
More specifically, the house part looks worse than the flower part although they use
the same quantization parameter.
In this case, it is reasonable to increase the quality of the house, or decrease the
quality of the flower. However, this adjusting strategy is based on a subjective
observation which is unavailable in an encoding system. Therefore a quality evaluation
metric should be employed to detect the quality fluctuation.

(a) original image

(b) encoded with QP=40

Fig. 1. Quality fluctuation with a fixed QP
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The most commonly used method in video coding is PSNR. Although easily
calculated, it has been found to correlate poorly with subjective quality ratings [9]. In
this case, the PSNR of the house part is 24.23db and the flower part has only 22.19db,
which means it gives an opposite result compared to the observation conclusion. If we
use PSNR as the quality evaluation metric, we might improve the quality of the
flower part or decrease the house part. Obviously, this will lead to more serious
quality fluctuation, although it may have better result in PSNR.
2.2 Distortion Model
Since PSNR/MSE is not good for subjective quality evaluation, we need a new one to
replace it. In [8], an MOSp metric was proposed to give a weighted parameter to MSE
in order to get more precise evaluation result. It is based on an obvious theory that
visibility of artefacts in highly detailed regions is lower than in low detailed regions.
The weighted parameter is based on the texture complexity of image content. The
simulation result shows that it correlates better to subjective evaluation results than
the original MSE. Considering the simplicity and effectiveness of this algorithm, we
adopt it to help control the quality consistency. The metric is defined as:

Quality = 1 − k ⋅ MSE

(1)

Quality has a value range of [0, 1]. 1 represents a perfect quality and 0 is a worst
quality. MSE is the mean square error of the region. k is related to the edge strength of
the region which can be referred as:

k = 0.03585 * exp(−0.02439 * EdgeStength)

(2)

where EdgeStrength is the average edge strength of the region. The edge strength of a
single pixel is computed by Sobel edge detecting filters [10] as:

EdgeStengt h ( x , y ) = G Horizontal ( x , y ) + GVertical ( x , y )

(3)

where G is the edge magnitude image and (x, y) is the pixel location.
2.3 New D-Q Model

After the new distortion metric selected, we are able to establish a new D-Q model.
Firstly we introduce a classic and famous D-Q model, which is used in a zero-mean
independent and identically distributed source [11]. It can be written as:

D=

Q2

ε

(4)

where D means “distortion”, which is usually denoted by MSE. Q is quantization step
and ε is a source dependent parameter. Then (1) and (4) can be combined into:
Q 2 = ε ⋅ MSE =

ε

(1 − Dnew )
(5)
k
where Dnew is the new distortion level parameter with a value range of [0, 1]. This new
D-Q model can be used to help control the quality fluctuation by allocating different
quantization parameters to different regions.
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2.4 Region Partition

In this section we will discuss how to make use of the new D-Q model to keep
consistent quality within a frame.
The new distortion model is based on the detail complexity of the image. Therefore
we divide a picture into different detailed regions, such as highly detailed part and
low detailed part. The k-means clustering algorithm [12] is employed, which can
partition n observations (x1, x2, …, xn) into k sets (k < n) S={S1, S2, …, Sk} so as to
minimize the within-cluster sum of squares (WCSS):
k

arg min ∑ ∑ ( x j
S

i =1 x j ∈Si

− μi )

2

(6)

where μi is the mean of Si.

Low
Detail

Mid
Detail

High Detail
Fig. 2. Region partition according to the detail complexity

2.5 Our Proposed Scheme

Our new scheme divides a frame into different regions according to their detail
complexity (shown in Fig. 2). According to the new D-Q model, each region will be
assigned a proper quantization parameter (usually highly detailed region gets larger
QP). With the QP adjustment, the quality difference between each region can be
minimized and the quality consistency within a frame will be optimized.
The implementation of our coding scheme can be roughly divided into two steps:
Step 1: Calculate the average EdgeStrength of each macroblock by Sobel edge
detecting filters (3). Then partition them into k sets, and calculate the average
EdgeStrength of each set, which can be denoted as:
Set _ AVG _ ES i =

1 Ni
⋅ ∑ MB _ ES j
N i j =1

(7)

where Si is the ith set, Ni is the MB number of Si. Then the k values of each set can be
achieved by using (2), which is:

k i = 0.03585 * exp( −0.02439 * Set _ AVG _ ES i )

(8)
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Step 2: A target distortion value has to be set before a frame is encoded, and each
region of the current frame will be encoded to approach the target quality. This target
value can be a constant one, which will keep the quality of the whole sequence
consistent. In another way, the target value can also be adapted based on the quality of
the previous frame. The range of the adaption is related to the bit budget remains.
Once the target distortion is assigned, quantization steps of each region can be
calculated by (5), which can be referred as:

Qi =

εi
ki

(1 − DT arg et )

(9)

where ki can be achieved by (8) and εi is source dependent which can be predicted by
former encoded frames.

3 Experimental Results and Analysis
Three sequences are chosen for experiments which have significant variation in image
complexity. They are “flower_garden”, “coastguard” and “stefan” with the resolution
of 352*288. The experiments are based on H.264/AVC reference codec model
JM12.2. For each sequence, each frame is divided into two parts, the high detailed
and low detailed, using the k-means clustering algorithm.
As mentioned before, our new scheme is designed to decrease visual quality
fluctuation within a frame and this will help improve the overall quality. And also we
discussed the flaws of PSNR when doing evaluations of different image content in
section 2.1. Therefore we will not simply using PSNR comparison to judge the
effectiveness of our proposed scheme. The discussion about the coding efficiency is
divided into two parts, the objective evaluation and the subjective one.
The objective test is done by encoding the selected sequences with different
strategies. Different from traditional tests, the SSIM [13] metric, which is a famous
perceptual metric, is employed together with the PSNR for comparison. The results
Table 1. Comparison of coding efficiency
Ours

Coastguard

Flower
Garden

Stefan

PSNR
29.35
29.94
30.47
31.31
32.35
25.29
25.95
26.52
27.01
27.32
28.01
28.66
29.73

JM12.2
SSIM
0.76
0.789
0.811
0.839
0.871
0.648
0.666
0.687
0.695
0.824
0.835
0.846
0.867

PSNR
29.65
30.3
30.82
31.61
32.62
25.33
26.06
26.61
27.12
27.56
28.27
28.89
29.99

Bit-rate
(kbps)
SSIM
0.724
0.751
0.771
0.802
0.835
0.624
0.642
0.649
0.659
0.807
0.818
0.831
0.844

230
290
340
420
560
230
280
310
350
210
240
270
330
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are shown in Table 1. We can see that our scheme achieves lower PSNR (0.2-0.3db)
than JM12.2, which is predictable considering the strategy we carry out. However in
SSIM metric, our scheme gets better results. That means our scheme gets better
perceptual visual quality.
In order to further prove the efficiency of the new scheme, more subjective tests
were done by following the guidelines in ITU-BT.500 [14], involving 12 naive
evaluators. The result is shown in Figure 3. Our scheme achieves better subjective
quality than the original JM12.2. Two obvious features should be mentioned. Firstly,
the quality improvement is larger in lower bandwidth than in higher bandwidth.
Secondly, in scenes with large range of texture variation (like flower_garden), the
quality enhancement tends to be larger.

Fig. 3. Results of subjective tests

Figure 4 is a more detailed subjective quality comparison. It is about the 90th frame
of “flower garden”. (a) is the original frame. (b) and (c) are encoded by our scheme
and JM12.2 respectively, with 311kbps. When evaluated by PSNR metric, (b) and (c)
have similar values (26.08db and 26.14db). However, when using SSIM, it seems to
have different result. The SSIM metric judges (b) as 0.691 and (c) as 0.646. That
means (b) has better quality than (c), which is opposite to the conclusion made by
PSNR metric. The subjective evaluation seems to be consistent with conclusions
made by SSIM. We can see that the image coded by JM12.2 has poor quality with the
tree branch and house roof (too many details are lost). In contrast, our scheme works
much better, the whole image looks consistent and has better visual quality.
The reason of the quality improvement is easy to understand. We still take Figure 4
for example. Compared to using fixed QP (JM12.2), our scheme slightly raise the QP
of the flower part to save bits which can be used to improve the quality of low
detailed regions (such as house and trees). The degradation of flower part is less
sensitive because of its high detailed texture, but the improvement of house and trees
is much more sensitive. It may cause overall PSNR degradation, but it makes the
overall perceptual quality much better. Based on the reasons mentioned above, it is
easy to understand that our scheme works better in low bandwidth and in scenes with
large range of texture variation.
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(a) Original

(b) Ours
PSNR=26.08db
SSIM=0.691

(c) JM12.2
PSNR=26.14db
SSIM=0.646

Fig. 4. Subjective evaluation between our scheme and JM12.2 (the 90th frame of “flower
garden” with bit-rate at 311kbps)

The extra calculation burden is added into our proposed scheme such as edge
strength calculation and clustering in each frame. Therefore the complexity of the
additional calculation is tested. Our platform is Intel Q9550 CPU (with 3G RAM),
and the operating system is Windows XP. In the case of flower_garden (CIF)
sequence, the processing speed of our scheme and original one are 1.67fps and
1.68fps, respectively. Therefore the edge strength and clustering calculations will not
affect coding speed much (0.01fps). Our scheme can be used in real-time systems.

4 Conclusions
We have proposed a new quality control scheme which aims to keep quality
consistency within a frame. Our new scheme modifies the traditional MSE into
texture weighted distortion model. The simulation results show that the new scheme
achieves better subjective quality and better coding efficiency, especially in scenes
with large range of texture variation. In future work, we plan to implement the coding
scheme to smaller control unit, such as MB level, in order to improve the preciseness
of quality control.
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